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We are a not-for-profit membership organization for scholarly publishing working to make content easy to find, link, cite, and assess.
Smart alone, brilliant together

Collaboration is at the core of everything we do. Our focus is on things that are best achieved by working together.

We involve the community through active working groups and committees.
If you publish, you’re a publisher

We are a global community of members, large and small, who publish scholarly content in all disciplines and in many formats.

We define publishing broadly; your business model is your business.
One member, one vote

Our board comprises a cross-section of members and it doesn’t matter how big or small you are, every member gets a single vote.
Love metadata, love technology

We do R&D to support and expand the shared infrastructure we run for the scholarly community.

Building on the metadata we collect, we use standard web technologies and create open source tools and services to help our members solve problems and meet best publishing practice.
Politically, not politically

Our broad and inclusive community may have different views, but when it comes to law and policy, Crossref remains impartial.
Here today, here tomorrow

We are obsessed with persistence - of links, of our technology, and of the organization.

Membership and service fees cover our costs, and our surplus means we can do new things and sustain the community infrastructure for the long term.
Please keep in touch!

• Do you have a case study?
• Join a webinar
• Follow our blog - blog.crossref.org
• Social Media - @CrossrefOrg, @CrossrefSupport, Facebook, LinkedIn
• Contact us at members@crossref.org or support@crossref.org
Thank you for spending your day with us!